We propose an effective method for creating interpretable control agents, by re-purposing the function of a biological neural circuit model, to govern simulated and real world reinforcement learning (RL) test-beds. Inspired by the structure of the nervous system of the soil-worm, C. elegans, we introduce Neuronal Circuit Policies (NCPs) as a novel recurrent neural network instance with liquid time-constants, universal approximation capabilities and interpretable dynamics. We theoretically show that they can approximate any finite simulation time of a given continuous n-dimensional dynamical system, with n output units and some hidden units. We model instances of the policies and learn their synaptic and neuronal parameters to control standard RL tasks and demonstrate its application for autonomous parking of a real rover robot on a pre-defined trajectory. For reconfiguration of the purpose of the neural circuit, we adopt a search-based RL algorithm. We show that our neuronal circuit policies perform as good as deep neural network policies with the advantage of realizing interpretable dynamics at the cell-level. We theoretically find bounds for the time-varying dynamics of the circuits, and introduce a novel way to reason about networks' dynamics.
Introduction
Through natural evolution, the nervous system of the nematode, C. elegans, structured a near optimal wiring diagram (White et al. 1986 ). Its stereotypic brain composed of 302 neurons connected through approximately 8000 chemical and electrical synapses (Chen, Hall, and Chklovskii 2006) . The functions of many neural circuits within its brain have been identified (Wicks and Rankin 1995; Chalfie et al. 1985; Li et al. 2012; Nichols et al. 2017) . The general network architecture in C. elegans establishes a hierarchical topology from sensory neurons through upper interneuron and command interneurons down to motor neurons (See Fig. 1A ). In these neuronal circuits, typically interneurons establish highly recurrent wiring diagrams with each other while sensors and command neurons mostly realize feed-forward connections to their downstream neurons. An example of such structure is a neural circuit is shown in Fig. 1B , the Tap-withdrawal (TW) circuit, which is responsible for inducing a forward/backward locomotion reflex when the worm is mechanically exposed to Copyright c 2019, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved. touch stimulus on its body. The circuit has been characterized in terms of its neuronal dynamics (Chalfie et al. 1985) . The TW circuit comprises nine neuron classes which are wired together by means of chemical and electrical synapses. Behavior of the TW reflexive response is substantially similar to the control agent's reaction in some standard control settings such as the impulse response of a controller operating on an Inverted Pendulum (Russell and Norvig 2010) , a controller acting on driving an under-powered car, to go up on a steep hill, known as the Mountain Car (Singh and Sutton 1996) , or a controller acting on the navigation of a rover robot that plans to go from point A to B, on a planned trajectory.
We intend to take advantage of the similarity to develop models for the circuit and assessing its performance in standard reinforcement learning (RL) and control applications. The biophysical neuronal and synaptic models form a novel recurrent neural network (RNN) structure with useful properties; 1) In addition to the nonlinearities exposed on the neurons' hidden state, the time-constant of the system varies with an additional nonlinearity originated by the synaptic model. This property results in realizing complex dynamics with fewer number of neurons compared to standard RNNs. 2) Like other RNNs, they express universal approximation capabilities, and therefore they can scale up. 3) Their dynamics are set by biophysical properties which ease the interpretation of the network hidden dynamics. 4) These network's dynamical properties such as their liquid time-constant and their hidden state are bound to a computable finite range. This feature also helps better reasoning about cells' kinetics.
In RL environments we call these networks neuronal circuit policies (NCP). We theoretically and experimentally investigate NCP's properties in terms of their universal approximation capability, their learning performance, their ability to solve tasks in different RL domains, and ways to interpret their internal dynamics. For this purpose, we preserve the wiring structure of an example NCP (the TW circuit) and adopt a search-based RL algorithm for neuronal and synaptic parametrization of the network.
Therefore, our principle contributions in this work can be summarized as follows:
• Demonstration of a compact neuronal circuit policy (NCP) from the brain of the C. elegans worm, as an interpretable liquid time-constant RNN in various RL settings. Structure of the NCPs and their semantics are presented in Sec. 2.
• Theoretic introduction of the universal approximation capability of NCPs. We introduce Theorem 1 (Sec. 3), stating that any finite-time horizon of a continuous n-dimensional dynamical system can be approximated by the hidden units and n-output units of an NCP. The theorem demonstrates the scalability of approximation capabilities of NCPs.
• Experiments with NCPs on a test-bench of different RL domains including simulated and real life applications. The RL algorithm is provided in Sec. 4, RL experiments are introduced in Sec. 5 and their results evaluated in Sec. 6.
• Interpretation of the internal dynamics of the learned policies, to quantitatively and theoretically determine bounds on the time-varying dynamics of an NCP in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. We finally introduce a novel computational method to understand a network's dynamics. The technique (Definition 1) determines the relation between kinetics of sensory/inter neurons and a motor neuron's decision, We compute the magnitude of contribution, (positive or negative), of these hidden nodes to the output dynamics in determinable phases of activity, during the simulation.
Preliminaries
In this section, we first briefly describe the structure and dynamics of the tap-withdrawal neural circuit. We then introduce the mathematical neuron and synapse models utilized to build up the circuit, as an instance of neuronal circuit policies.
Tap-Withdrawal Neural Circuit Revisit A mechanically exposed stimulus (i.e. tap) to the petri dish in which the worm inhabits, results in the animal's reflexive response in the form of a forward or backward movement. This response has been named as the tap-withdrawal reflex, and the circuit identified to underly such behavior is known as the tap-withdrawal (TW) neural circuit (Rankin, Beck, and Chiba 1990) . The circuit is shown in Fig. 1B . It is composed of four sensory neurons, PVD and PLM (posterior touch sensors), AVM and ALM (anterior touch sensors), four interneuron classes (AVD, PVC, AVA and AVB), and two subgroup of motor neurons which are abstracted as a forward locomotory neurons, FWD, and backward locomotory neurons, REV. Interneurons recurrently synapse into each other with excitatory and inhibitory synaptic links.
Neuron Model
Most of the neurons in C. elegans are observed to exhibit electrotonic dynamics (Kato et al. 2015) , meaning that electric charges spread passively inside a neuron creating graded potentials. This implies that the neurons are non-spiking. Dynamics of the neurons' membrane potential therefore, were modeled by the well-known single-compartment membrane equation (Koch and Segev 1998):
where C mi , G Leaki and V Leaki are parameters of the neuron and I
in , stands for the external currents to the cell. We adopted Eq. (1) to govern interneurons' dynamics.
For interacting with the environment, We introduced sensory and motor neuron models. A sensory component consists of two neurons S p , S n and an input variable, x. S p gets activated when x has a positive value, whereas S n fires when x is negative. The potential of the neurons S p , and S n , as a function of x, are defined by an affine function that maps the region [x min , x max ] of the system variable x, to a membrane potential range of [−70mV, −20mV ] . (See the formula in Supplementary Materials Section 3). Note that the potential range is selected to be close to the biophysics of the nerve cells, where the resting potential,V leak , is usually set around −60mV and a neuron is considered to be active when its values get higher than V leak .
Similar to sensory neurons, a motor component is composed of two neurons M n , M p and a controllable motor variable y. Values of y is computed by y := y p + y n and an affine mapping links the neuron potentials M n and M p , to the range [y min , y max ]. (See the formula in Supplementary Materials Section 3). FWD and REV motor classes (Output units) in Fig. 1B , are modeled in this fashion.
Synapse Model
Chemical synapses are points at which two neurons trade information by the release of neurotransmitters. The chemical synaptic current depends on a non-linear component standing for their conductance strength, which is a function of the presynaptic neurons' potential, V j , and have a maximum weight of w i ,(standing for the maximum conductance of the synapse): (Koch and Segev 1998):
where the synaptic current linearly depends on the postsynaptic neuron's membrane potential, V i . By varying E, the reversal potential of the synapse, it realizes inhibitory or excitatory connection to their postsynaptic neurons.
An electrical synapse (gap-junction), which is a physical junction between two neurons, was modeled by a constant conductance,ω ij , where based on the Ohm's law their bidirectional current between neurons j and i, can be computed asÎ
For simulating neural networks composed of such dynamic models, we adopted an implicit numerical solver (Press et al. 2007 ). Formally, we realized the ODE models in a hybrid fashion which combine both implicit and explicit Euler's method. (See Supplementary Materials Section 4, for a concrete discussion on the model implementation, and the choice of parameters.)
Note that the solver has to additionally serve as a real-time control system. For reducing the complexity therefore, our method realizes a fixed-step solver. The solver's complexity for each time step ∆ t is O(|# neurons| + |# synapses|). any finite-time frame of a continuous mapping of a dynamical system can get approximated by the internal state of the hidden and output units of an RNN . In this section, we investigate the universal approximation capability of the neuronal circuit policies.
Internal state dynamics of a neural circuit, u(t) = [u 1 (t), ..., u n+N (t)] T , with N interneurons (hidden units) and n motor neurons (output units) with models presented by Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, can be formulated in matrix format as: (4) in which σ(x) is C 1 -sigmoid functions (bounded, nonconstant, continuous and monotonically increasing) and is applied element-wise. τ n+N > 0 is the vector including neuronal time constants, A is an n + N vector of resting states, B depicts an n + N vector of synaptic reversal values, and W is a n + N vector produced by the matrix multiplication of a weight matrix of shape (n + N ) × (n + N ) and an n + N vector containing the reversed value of all C mi . Both A and B entries are bound to a range [−α, β] for 0 < α < +∞, and 0 ≤ β < +∞. Note that in this formation, τ i = C mi /G leaki , A stands for a vector including all V leaki /C mi and B is a vector representing all E ij s.
We prove that any given n-dimensional dynamical system for a finite simulation time, can be approximated by the internal and output states of a neuronal circuit policy, with n outputs, N interneurons and a proper initial condition. Let x = [x 1 , ..., x n ] T be the n-dimensional Euclidian space on R n . Theorem 1. Let S be an open subset of R n and F : S → R n , be an autonomous ordinary differential equation, be a C 1mapping, andẋ = F (x) determine a dynamical system on S. Let D denote a compact subset of S and we consider the simulation of the system is bound in interval I = [0, T ]. Then, for a positive , there exist an integer N and a neuronal circuit policy with N hidden units, n output units, such that for any rollout {x(t); t ∈ I} of the system with initial value x(0) ∈ D, and a proper initial condition of the network the statement below holds: max t∈I |x(t) − u(t)| < (Comprehensive proof of Theorem 1 can be found in Supplementary Materials Section 1.).
Algorithm 1 Random Search + Objective Indicator
Input: A stochastic objective indicator f and a starting parameter θ Output:
Theorem 1 suggests that neuronal circuit policies approximate arbitrary n-dimensional dynamics. To illustrate their performance experimentally, we re-purpose the TW neural circuit's dynamics to realize the continuous dynamics of standard RL tasks.
Search-based Reinforcement Learning
In this section we formulate an RL setting for training the parameters of a given neural circuit. The behavior of a neural circuit can be expressed as a policy π θ (o i , s i ) → a i+1 , s i+1 , that maps an observation o i , and an internal state s i of the circuit, to an action a i+1 , and a new internal state s i+1 . This policy acts upon a possible stochastic environment Env(a i+1 ), that provides an observation o i+1 , and a reward, r i+1 . The stochastic return is given by R(θ) := T t=1 r t . The objective of the Reinforcement learning is to find a θ that maximizes E R(θ) .
Simple search based RL (Spall 2005) , as suggested in (Salimans et al. 2017 , and very recently in (Mania, Guy, and Recht 2018), can scale and perform competitively with gradient based approaches, and in some cases even surpass their performance, with clear advantages such as skipping gradient scaling issues. Accordingly, we adopted a simple search-based algorithm to train the neuronal policies.
Our approach combines a Random Search (RS) optimization (Rastrigin 1963) , with an Objective Estimate (OE) function f : θ → R + . The OE generates N rollouts with π θ on the environment and computes an estimate of E(R θ ) based on a filtering mechanism on these N samples. We compared two filtering strategies in this context; 1)Taking the average of the N samples, and 2) taking the average of the worst k samples out of N samples.
The first strategy is equivalent to the Sample Mean esti- Table S3 .
mator, whereas the second strategy aims to avoid getting misled by outlying high samples of E(R θ ). The objective for realizing the second strategy was the fact that a suitable parameter θ makes the policy π θ , control the environment in a reasonable way even in difficult situations (i.e. rollouts with the lowest return). The algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.
Experiments
The goal of our experimentations is to answer the following questions: 1) How would a neural circuit policy perform in basic standard control settings? 2) When possible, how would the performance of our learned circuit compare to the other methods? 3) Can we transfer a policy from a simulated environment to a real environment? 4) How can we interpret the behavior of the neural circuit policies?
We prepared five environmental settings for the TW sensory/motor neurons and then deployed our RL algorithm to learn the parameters of the TW circuit and optimize the control objective. Environments include I) Inverted pendulum of Roboschool (Schulman et al. 2017), II) Mountain car of Ope-nAI Gym, III) Mountain car of rllab, IV) cart-pole balancing of rllab and V) Parking a real rover robot with a learned policy in a simulated environment. The code is available online. 1 The TW neural circuit (cf. Fig. 1B ) allows us to incorporate 4 input observations and to take 2 output control actions. We evaluate our NCP in environments of different toolkits on a variety of dynamics, interactions and reward settings.
Inverted pendulum with the TW neural circuit
The TW neural circuit shown in Fig. 1B , contains four sensory neurons. It therefore, allows us to map the circuit to two input variables (Note that, as we discussed, a sensory component consists of two neurons for incorporating positive and negative values of the dynamic system variable). The inverted pendulum environment provides four observation variables as shown in Fig. 2A . The position of the cart x, together with its velocityẋ, the angle of the pendulum ϕ. 2 along with its angular velocityφ
Since the main objective of the controller is to balance the pendulum in an upward position and make the car stay within the horizontal borders, we fed ϕ, and x, as the inputs to the sensors of the TW circuit, as illustrated in Fig. 2B . Control commands to the pendulum were originated by the abstract motor neuron classes, FWD and REV components and represented in Fig. 2B . We set up the search-based RL algorithm to optimize neurons' and synapses' parameters ω,ω, σ, C m , V Leak and G Leak in the Roboschool RoboschoolInvertedPendulum-v1 environment with an slight modification (Schulman et al. 2017) in the reward calculation. It is desirable for the cart to stay in the center of the horizontal space. Therefore, we incorporated an additional axillary reward; if the pendulum is in the up-right position and in the center, an additional 20% reward is collected. This bonus linearly decreased. For instance the bonus reward is 10% if the cart is halfway to the end. Right at the borders the bonus reward vanishes. A video of different stages of the learned neuronal circuit policy for the inverted pendulum can be viewed at https://youtu.be/iOHeQ7DhQv8
The mountain car (OpenAI Gym) control with the TW neural circuit
In this experiment we trained the TW circuit to drive the car shown in Fig. 2C uphill to the right-hand side, by generating gravitational momentum. The observation variables are the car's horizontal position, x, together with its linear velocity. The control signal applies force to the car to build up momentum until finally reaching the top of the hill.
Similar to configuration of the inverted pendulum, we set the observational and motor variables for the tap withdrawal, as illustrated in Fig. 2D . The circuit was then learned by the search-based RL algorithm. A video illustrating the control of the car at various episodes during the learning process can be viewed at https://youtu.be/lMrP1sXp3jk.
The mountain car (rllab) control with the TW neural circuit
The environmental observations and motor actions for the mountain car are the same in rllab and OpenAI Gym. Therefore, we set up the TW circuit the same way we did for the mountain car in the Gym.
The major difference of the two environments are in the way the reward is computed. The environment of rllab has a graded continuous reward which is directly associated with the position of the car, whereas in the OpenAI Gym implementation, reward is sparse and gets allocated only once the car reaches a certain altitude. Furthermore, in rllab the reward is subject to a constant penalty, whereas in the Gym the penalty varies depending on the amplitude of the performed action. Consequently, energy efficient solutions achieve a higher score in the Gym environment, while the fastest solution scores the highest in the rllab enviornment.
Cart-pole (rllab) control with the TW circuit
The Cart-pole environment is substantially similar to that of the inverted pendulum. In contrast to the inverted pendulum experiment, here we mapped the observation variables, pole angle, ϕ and the pole's angular velocityφ to the sensor. As a result, the controller is not aware of the position of the cart, x, and whether the car has reached the boundaries of the movable space or not. An intuitive solution for handling more control variables would be to add sensory neurons to the TW circuit. However, in the present work we intended to maintain the structure of the TW circuit constant, and test its capabilities in control scenarios with the resulting partial observability. (See Table S3 of Supplementary for the details of mapping of the TW circuit to the environment).
Autonomous parking of the rover with the TW neural circuit
In this experiment, we generalized our TW neuronal circuit policy to a real-world control test-bed. We let the TW circuit learn to park a rover robot on a determined spot, given a set of checkpoints form a trajectory, in a deterministic simulated environment. We then deployed the learned policy on a mobile robot in a real environment shown in Fig. 2E . The key objective here was to show the capability of the method to perform well in a transformation from a simulated environment to a real setting. For doing this, we developed a custom deterministic simulated RL environment. 1 The rover robot provides four observational variables (start signal, position (x, y) and angular orientation θ), together with two motor actions (linear and angular velocity, v and w). We mapped all four observatory variables, as illustrated in Fig. 2F , to the sensors of the TW. Note that here the geometric reference of the surrounding space is set at the initial position of the robot. Therefore, observation variables are positive.
We mapped the linear velocity (which is a positive variable throughout the parking task) to one motor neuron and the same variable to another motor neuron. We determined two motor neurons for the positive and negative angular velocity. (See Table S3 in Supplementary for mapping details). This configuration implies that the command neuron, AVA, controls two motor neurons responsible for the turn-right and forward motion-primitives, and AVB to control the turn-left and also forward motor neurons.
RL setting for the parking task A set of checkpoints on a pre-defined parking trajectory were determined in the custom simulated environment. For every checkpoint, a deadline was assigned. At each deadline a reward was given as the negative distance of the rover to the current checkpoint. The checkpoints are placed to resemble a real parking trajectory composed of a sequence of motion primitives: Forward, turn left, forward, turn right, forward and stop. We then learned the TW circuit, by the RL algorithm. The learned policy has been mounted on a Pioneer AT-3 mobile robot and performed a reasonable parking performance. The Video of the performance of the TW neuronal circuit policy on the parking task can be viewed at https://youtu.be/Vwydc2ez9Wc.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we thoroughly assess the results of our experimentation. We qualitatively and quantitatively explain the performance of our neuronal circuit policies. We then benchmark our results where possible, with the existing methods and describe the main attributes of our methodology. Finally, we quantitatively interpret dynamics of the learned policies.
Performance
The training algorithm was able to solve all five tasks, after a reasonable number of iterations as shown in Fig. 3A -E. Jumps in the learning curves of the mountain car in OpenAI Gym ( Figure 3B ) are the consequence of the sparse reward. The inverted pendulum of the Roboschool and the cart-pole of rllab, realized substantially similar learning curves ( Figure  3A and 3D) . This indicates the robustness of the policy and the learning algorithm to different frameworks for a given control task. For the deterministic parking trajectory, the learning curve converges in less than 5000 iterations.
The final return values for the basic standard RL tasks (provided in Effect of filter size on the training performance Fig. 4 shows how the choice of the objective-estimate, affects the training performance. The objective-estimate is defined as the mean of the k (=filter size) returns out of 20 rollouts. When k = 20, the estimation is equal to the sample mean. We tested two environments with different reward settings: The mean return of Mountaincar (OpenAI Gym) after 50,000 training iterations to represent a sparse reward scenario and the mean return of our modified inverted pendulum task after 
Interpretability of the neuronal circuit policies
In this section, we introduce two lemmas and define a systematic approach interpreting internal dynamics of an NCP. The lemmas propose bounds on the varying time-constants of the system and the hidden state (membrane potential) of the neurons within a neural circuit. The interpretability technique determines how the kinetics of sensory neurons and interneurons relate to a motor neuron's decision.
Lemma 1. Let v i denote the state of a neuron i, receiving N synaptic connections of the form Eq. 2, and P gap junctions of the form Eq. 3 from the other neurons of a network G, if dynamics of the neuron's state be of the form Eq. 1 then the time constant of the activity of the neuron, τ i , is bound to a range:
(Proof in Supplementary Materials Section 9). Lemma 1 states a theoretical time-constant range in which the timevarying dynamics of each interneuron evolves in terms of its biophysical properties; thereby providing the network with the advantage of realizing complex dynamics with fewer number of elements. Fig. 5A -5C illustrates how various adaptive time constants are realized for different environmental dynamics. Upper interneurons (particularly DVA and PVC) change their time-constants significantly compared to the other nodes. This corresponds to their contribution to various dynamical modes of the system and their ability to toggle between many dynamic phases of an output decision. As it is shown in Fig. 5A , PVC realizes a dynamic manifold with respect to the outputs of the FWD motor neuron, that depicts a periodic liquid mode-adaptation from a positive correlation phase to a negatively correlated activity. This adaptive mode-changing behavior is observed in other neurons as well (e.g., DVA in the mountain car problem, shown in Fig. 5B ). Such feature for the neuronal circuit policies allows them to govern complex dynamics with smaller number of neurons and synapses. For sequential tasks such as Parking, the timeconstants is not changed significantly (see Fig. 5C ), since the circuit provides enough capacity to distribute dynamics amongst the system's nodes and synapses. Lemma 2. Let v i denote the state of a neuron i, receiving N synaptic connections of form Eq. 2, from the other nodes of a network G. If dynamics of the neuron's state have the form Eq. 1, then the hidden state (membrane potential) of the neurons on a finite simulation time, I = [0, T ] (0<T <+∞) , is bound as follows:
(Proof in Supplementary Materials Section 10). Lemma 2 illustrates that neuronal dynamics are bound for any input on R N . Now, given such time-varying bound dynamics, we formulate a systematic approach to determine how hidden nodes' kinetics contribute to motor neuron decisions. Definition 1. Let I = [0, T ] be a finite simulation time of a neuronal circuit policy with k input neurons, N interneurons and n motor neurons, (Shown in Fig. 1A) , acting in an RL environment. For every neuron-pair of the form (N i ,n j ), (N i , N j ) and (k i , n j ) of the system, in their flattened time-series data plots (i.e. Fig. 5D ) of all neuron-pairs as a function of each other, let S = {s 1 , ....s T −1 } be the set of all slopes amongst every consecutive pair points in the manifold of the neuron-pairs and Ω = {arctan(s 1 ), ..., arctan(s T −1 } be the set of all angles in the manifold, bound in a range [− π 2 , π 2 ]. Given the input dynamics, we quantify the way sensory neurons and interneurons contribute to motor neurons' dynamics, by computing the histogram of all the manifold angles in Ω, with a bin-size equal to l (i.e. Fig 5E) , as follows:
• If the sum of the bin-counts of all Ω > 0, is more than half of the sum of bin-counts in the Ω < 0, the overall contribution of N i to n j is considered to be positive.
• If the sum of bin-counts of all Ω < 0, is more than half of the sum of bin-counts in the Ω > 0, the overall contribution of N i to n j is negative,
• Otherwise, N i contributes in phases (switching between antagonistic and phase-alighted) activity of n j , on determinable distinct periods in I.
To exemplify the use of our interpretation method, let's consider the neuronal activity of a learned circuit acting on an inverted pendulum for 20 seconds. In Fig. 5D , we sketched the manifolds of dynamics realized between the motor neuron FWD and all the neurons of the circuit, to quantify how the output decision is correlated to the activity of the other circuit's neurons. Fig. 5E presents the histograms computed by using Definition 1, for the FWD motor neuron dynamics in respect to that of other neurons. Based on Definition 1, we mark sensory neurons PDV and PLM, and interneurons AVB and PVC (in certain phases) as positive contributor to the dynamics of the FWD motor neuron. We also determine AVM and AVA and obviously the REV motor neuron as the antagonistic contributors. Upper interneurons like AVD and PVC realized phase-changing dynamics where their activity toggles between a positive correlation and negative correlation, periodically. This relation is exposed by the observational inputs to the sensory neurons, as a result of the game running between the two motor neurons to keep the pole balanced on an upright position. The bounds for this activity and the phases can be seen and computed in the manifolds they make with FWD in Fig. 5D . (For the analysis of the full networks' activities visit Supplementary Materials Section 11). Note, that command neurons AVB and AVA realized highly cor-related activity with their downstream motor neurons. This indicates the network mostly processes the input dynamics through upper interneuron's and forms decisive responses from command neurons to properly stimulate the motor neurons.
We observed similar attributes for the network in the mountain car and the parking problems, by using our correlationbased interpretability methodology. (See Supplementary Materials Section 11). The approach can scale to neuronal circuit policies with arbitrarily number of components. In that case, the algorithm determines important neurons in terms of neuron's contribution to a network's output decision in computable intervals within a finite simulation time.
Conclusions
We showed the performance of a novel neural information processing system, as a liquid time-constant RNN model, which we call neuronal circuit policy, in RL tasks. We theoretically showed that the circuits are universal approximators for any finite-time continuous dynamics. We selected the tapwithdrawal neural circuit of the worm as an example of the neuronal circuit policies, and governed simulated RL tasks and generalized to a real life robotic application.
We analytically and experimentally demonstrated the interpretable control performance of our learned circuits in action, and introduced a novel quantitative method to explain networks' dynamics. The proposed method can also be utilized as a building block for the interpretability of recurrent neural networks, which despite a couple of fundamental studies (Karpathy, Johnson, and Fei-Fei 2015; Olah et al. 2018) , is still a grand challenge to be addressed.
Finally, we open-sourced our methodologies (omitted in the review version), to encourage other researchers to further explore the attributes of neuronal circuit policies and apply them to other control and reinforcement learning domains.
Supplementary Material
1 Proof of Theorem 1.
Internal state dynamics of a neural circuit, u(t) = [u 1 (t), ..., u n+N (t)] T , with N interneurons (hidden units) and n motor neurons (output units) with models presented by Eq. 1(main text) and Eq. 2(main text), can be formulated in matrix format as: (1) in which σ(x) is C 1 -sigmoid functions (bounded, nonconstant, continuous and monotonically increasing) and is applied element-wise. τ n+N > 0 is the vector including neuronal time constants, A is an n + N vector of resting states, B depicts an n + N vector of synaptic reversal values, and W is a n + N vector produced by the matrix multiplication of a weight matrix of shape (n + N ) × (n + N ) and an n + N vector containing the reversed value of all C mi . Both A and B entries are bound to a range [−α, β] for 0 < α < +∞, and 0 ≤ β < +∞. Note that in this formation, τ i = C mi /G leaki , A stands for a vector including all V leaki /C mi and B is a vector representing all E ij s.
We prove that any given n-dimensional dynamical system for a finite simulation time, can be approximated by the internal and output states of a neuronal circuit policy, with n outputs, N interneurons and a proper initial condition. Let x = [x 1 , ..., x n ] T be the n-dimensional Euclidian space on R n . Theorem 1. Let S be an open subset of R n and F : S → R n , be an autonomous ordinary differential equation, be a C 1mapping, andẋ = F (x) determine a dynamical system on S. Let D denote a compact subset of S and we consider the simulation of the system is bound in interval I = [0, T ]. Then, for a positive , there exist an integer N and a neuronal circuit policy with N hidden units, n output units, such that for any rollout {x(t); t ∈ I} of the system with initial value x(0) ∈ D, and a proper initial condition of the network the statement below holds:
We base our poof on the fundamental universal approximation theorem (Hornik, Stinchcombe, and White 1989) on feedforward neural networks (Funahashi 1989; Cybenko 1989;  Copyright c 2019, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
Hornik, Stinchcombe, and White 1989), recurrent neural networks (RNN) (Funahashi 1989; Schäfer and Zimmermann 2006) and time-continous RNNs . We also revisit preliminary statements which are used in the proof and are about the basic facts on dynamical systems.
THEOREM (The fundamental approximation theorem) (Funahashi 1989) . Let σ(x) be a sigmoid function ( a nonconstant, monotonically increasing and bounded continous function in R). Let K be a compact subset of R n , and f (x 1 , ..., x n ) be a continuous function on K. Then, for an arbitrary > 0, there exist an integer N, real constants c i , θ i (i = 1, ..., N ) and w ij (i = 1, ..., N ; j = 1, ..., n), such that
holds. This theorem illustrates that three-layer feedforward neural networks can approximate any continuous mapping f : R n → R m on a compact set.
THEOREM (Approximation of dynamical systems by continuous time recurrent neural networks) . Let D ⊂ R n and F : D → R n , be an autonomous ordinary differential equation, be C 1 -mapping, andẋ = F (x) determine a dynamical system on D. Let K denote a compact subset of D and we consider the trajectories of the system on the interval I = [0, T ]. Then, for an arbitrary positive , there exist an integer N and a recurrent neural network with N hidden units, n output units, and an output internal state u(t) = [U 1 (t), ..., U n (t)] T , expressed as:
where τ i is the time constant, w ij are the weights, I i (t) is the input, and σ is a C 1 -sigmoid function (σ(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)), such that for any trajectory {x(t); t ∈ I} of the system with initial value x(0) ∈ K, and a proper initial condition of the network the statement below holds:
Note that the theorem were proved for the case where the time constants, τ , were kept constant for all hidden states and the RNN was without inputs (I i (t) = 0) .
We now restate the necessary concepts from the dynamical systems to be used in the proof. Where necessary, we adopt modifications and extensions to the Lemmas, for proving Theorem 1.
Lipschitz. The mapping F : S → R n , where S is an open subset of R n , is called Lipschitz on S, if there exist a constant L (lipschitz constant), such that:
Locally Lipschitz. If every point of S has neighborhood S 0 in S, such that the restriction F | S 0 is Lipschitz, then F is locally Lipschitz. Lemma 1. Let a mapping F : S → R n be C 1 . Then F is locally Lipschitz. Also, if D ⊂ S is compact, then the restriction F | D is Lipschitz. (Proof in (Hirsch and Smale 1973), chapter 8, section 3). Lemma 2. Let F : S → R n be a C 1 -mapping and x 0 ∈ S. There exists a positive a and a unique solution x : (−a, a) → S of the differential equatioṅ Lemma 4. For an F : R n → R n which is a bound C 1mapping, the differential equatioṅ
where τ > 0 has a unique solution on [0, ∞). (Proof in , Section 4, Lemma 4). Lemma 5. for an F : R n → R + n which is a bounded C 1 -mapping, the differential equatioṅ
in which τ is a positive constant, and A and B are constants coefficients bound to a range [−α, β] for 0 < α < +∞, and 0 ≤ β < +∞, has a unique solution on [0, ∞).
Proof. Based on the assumptions, we can take a positive M , such that
by looking at the solutions of the following differential equation:ẏ = −(1/τ + M )y + A + BM, (9) we can show that
if we set the output of the max to C maxi and the output of the min to C mini and also set C 1 = min{C mini } and C 2 = max{C maxi }, then the solution
Based on Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 a unique solution exists on the interval [0, +∞).
Lemma 5 demonstrates that a neuronal circuit policy defined by Eq. 7, has a unique solution on [0, ∞), since the output function is bound and C 1 . Lemma 6. Let two continuous mapping F,F : S → R n be Lipschitz, and L be a Lipschitz constant of F . if ∀x ∈ S,
holds, if x(t) and y(t) are solutions tȯ
on some interval J, such that x(t 0 ) = y(t 0 ), then 
Proof of the Theorem 1: Neuronal Circuit Policies are universal approximators
Proof. Using the above theories and Lemmas, we prove that neuronal circuit policies are universal approximators. For proving Theorem 1, we adopt similar steps to that of Funahashi and Nakamura on the approximation ability of continuous time RNNs . Part 1. We choose an η which is in range (0, min{ , λ}), for > 0, and λ the distance betweenD and boundary δS of S. D η is set:
D η stands for a compact subset of S, becauseD is compact. Thus, F is Lipschitz on D η by Lemma 1. Let L F be the Lipschitz constant of F |K η , then, we can choose an l > 0, such that
.
Based on the universal approximation theorem, there is an integer N , and an n × N matrix B, and an N × n matrix C and an N -dimensional vector µ such that
We define a C 1 -mappingF : R n → R n as:
with parameters matching that of Eq. 1 with W l = W .
We set system's time constant, τ sys as:
We chose a large τ sys , conditioned with the following:
where LG/2 is a lipschitz constant for the mapping W l σ : R n+N → R n+N which we will determine later. To satisfy conditions (a) and (b), τ W l << 1 should hold true.
Then by Eq. 18 and 19, we can prove:
Let's set x(t) andx(t) with initial state x(0) =x(0) = x 0 ∈ D, as the solutions of equations below:
x =F (x).
Based on Lemma 6 for any t ∈ I,
Thus, based on the conditions on ,
Part 2. Let's Considering the following dynamical system defined byF in Part 1:
Suppose we setỹ = Cx + µ; then:
where E = CW l B, an N × N matrix. We definẽ
and we set a mappingG : R n+N → R n+N as:
where;
Now using Lemma 2, we can show that solutions of the following dynamical system:
are equivalent to the solutions of the Eq. 29. Let's define a new dynamical system G : R n+N → R n+N as follows:
where z = [x 1 , ..., x n , y 1 , ..., y n ] T . Then the dynamical system belowż
can be realized by a neuronal circuit policy, if we set h(t) = [h 1 (t), ..., h N (t)] T as the hidden states, and u(t) = [U 1 (t), ..., U n (t)] T as the output states of the system. Sincẽ G and G are both C 1 -mapping and σ (x) is bound, therefore, the mappingz → W σ(z) + A is Lipschitz on R n+N , with a Lipschitz constant LG/2. As LG/2 is Lipschitz constant for −z/τ sys by condition (b) on τ s ys, LG is a Lipschitz constant ofG. From Eq. 32, Eq. 36, and condition (b) of τ sys , we can derive the following:
Accordingly, we can setz(t) and z(t), solutions of the dynamical systems:
By Lemma 6, we achieve
and therefore we have:
Part3. Now by using Eq. 28 and Eq. 42, for a positive , we can design a neuronal circuit policy with internal dynamical state z(t), with τ sys and W . For x(t) satisfyingẋ = F (x), if we initialize the network by u(0) = x(0) and h(0) = Cx(0) + µ, we obtain:
REMARKS. The neuronal circuit policy allows interneurons (hidden layer) to have recurrent connections to each other, however it assumes a feed forward connection stream from hidden nodes to the motor neuron units (output units). We assumed no inputs to the system and principally showed that the interneurons' network together with motor neurons can approximate any finite trajectory of an autonomous dynamical system. The proof were performed for a neuronal circuit policy with only chemical synapses. It is easy to extend the proof for a network which includes gap junctions as well, since their contribution is a linear addition to the time constant of the system (τ sys ), and to the equilibrium state of a neuron, A in Eq 37.
2 Videos of the performance of the learned neuronal circuit policies Description URL TW circuit controls an inverted pendulum at different stages of the training process https://youtu.be/iOHeQ7DhQv8 TW circuit controls a mountain car at different stages of the training process https://youtu.be/lMrP1sXp3jk TW circuit performs the parking task https://youtu.be/Vwydc2ez9Wc Parking task with four degrees-of-freedom https://youtu.be/jVQqKoHopTU 
Sensory Neuron and Motor neuron equations
A sensory component consists of two neurons S p , S n and a measurable dynamic system variable, x. S p gets activated when x has a positive value, whereas S n fires when x is negative. Mathematically, the potential of the neurons S p , and S n , as a function of x, can be expressed as
This maps the region [x min , x max ] of system variable x, to a membrane potential range of [−70mV, −20mV ]. Note that the potential range is selected to be close to the biophysics of the nerve cells, where the resting potential is usually set around -70 mV and a neuron can be considered to be active when it has a potential around -20 mV ).
Similar to sensory neurons, a motor component is composed of two neurons M n , M p and a controllable motor variable y. Values of y is computed by y := y p + y n and
This maps the neuron potentials M n and M p , to the range [y min , y max ]. FWD and REV motor classes of Fig. 1B (main  text) , are modeled in this fashion.
Neural Circuit Implementation and Setup
In this section we describe how to integrate the neuron and synapse equations into a computational framework to build up the TW circuit. Due to non-linearity of the sigmoid function in Eq. (7)Main-text, the neuron's differential equation, Eq.
(1)Main-text, becomes non-linear. Unfortunately, there are no complete theory of solving problems of this class, explicitly (Gerald 2012) . Thus, for simulating neural networks composed of such dynamic neuron models, we adopted a numerical implicit solver. When a network structure is dense and full of synaptic pathways, the set of ODEs (neuron potentials), defined in Eq.
(1)Main-text, becomes stiff (Press et al. 2007) . Therefore, in order to overcome stability issues we used an implicit derivation approximation method as follows (Press et al. 2007) :
In this way, we discretize the time variable and transform the set of ODEs into a set of iterative equations. For each neuron, Eq. (1)Main-text, exposed to chemical synaptic currents in the form of Eq. (7)Main-text, and gap junction currents in the form of Eq. (8)Main-text, if we apply approximation of the Eq. (48)supplementary and assume v pre (t) ≈ v pre (t − ∆ t ), we can show that the membrane potential of that neuron at time t, is computable by:
In Eq. (49)Supplementary, ω ex,i , ω inh,i , ω gj,i , respectively stand for the overall conductance of the excitatory synapse, inhibitory synapse and the gap junction, where ω ex,i = g ex,i (v pre ), ω inh,i = g inh,i (v pre ), and ω gj,i =ω. Variables together with their boundaries, and constants in Eq. (49)Supplementary, are summarized in the Table S2 . Formally, Eq. (49)Supplementary, was realized in a hybrid fashion which combine both implicit and explicit Euler's method; The overall neuron equation, Eq. (1)Main-text is approximated by the implicit Euler's method while the parts substituted from Eq. (7)Main-text and Eq. (8)Main-text, were estimated by an explicit Euler's method.
The motivation for implementing such hybrid solver, was to make the resulting algorithm of simulating the neuronal network be separable into the following steps:
1. Compute all the incoming currents, I (Table S3 ) Experimental setup (Table S4) With the aim of gaining a better performance, and utilizing parallel hardware resources and to increase the statistical confidence, all experiments are performed by an ensemble of 12 agents. Due to the stochasticity of the training algorithm, not all agents were able to solve the tasks in the given time frame. The observed success-rates are: Mountaincar (OpenAI gym) 25%, Mountaincar (rllab) 42%, Cart-pole 42%, Inverted Pendulum 100% and Parking 100%.
Neuron's and synapse's parameter-boundaries in the optimization setting (Table S5 and S6) Sensory neuron mappings
As introduced in the main text, input and output values are mapped to the potential of sensory respectively motor neurons by an affine mapping. This affine mapping is defined by the minimum and maximum value of the particular input or output value. For each of the five RL environments we set these boundary values separately, according to the table S6:
7 Discussion on the influence of the filtering on the training performance
We experienced that a large filter size, i.e an objective estimate, which filters out only few outlying samples, performs better when the reward is sparse. We observed that learning curve of such environments usually has the shape of a series of step functions. One example is the Mountaincar (OpenAI Gym) environment, where a positive reward is only given once at the end, when the entire task has been solved. A large filter size performs better, in such tasks, because the episodes that have been solved by luck, are not filtered out and instead, have a large effect on the estimate. This is crucial for the training in a sparse reward setting, since during the learning phase, we observed that the agent first is unable to solve the task, then is able to solve only a few cases (e.g. when the car starts somewhere uphill) and so on, until the final agent solves the task even in the difficult scenarios. Furthermore, we observed that a small filter size, i.e. an objective-estimate which is computed only from the lowest samples, performs slightly better in tasks with gradually increasing reward. Learning curve of such environments are usually shaped smoother. An example of such task is the pendulum (Roboschool), where a positive reward is given all the time when the pendulum is still facing upwards. Our filtering strategy performs slightly better here, because, as originally intended, the estimate is not influenced by outlying high samples. In the inverted pendulum task, such samples occur when the pendulum start in an almost straight pose and a high return can be collected without any specific action. 8 TW circuit can realize more degrees of freedom
In our first parking experiment, the TW circuit is able to make a turn left and move the rover forward with only one command neuron being active. This means that the circuit is able to solve the task with having binary activation states (active, not active) of the command neuron. To test the flexibility of the TW circuit and underlying neuron model, we set up a second parking experiment. In this experimental setup, we connected the command neuron AVA to two motor neurons responsible for turning right and moving backwards, and AVB to two motor neurons responsible for turning left and moving forward. In this setup, the controller is principally able to move the robot to 4 different directions: Forward, Backward, turn left and turn right. Furthermore, the TW circuit is not able to move the rover forward and turn right with only command neuron being active. If the TW circuit tends to make a right turn and move the rover forward at the same time, (which is necessary to solve this task), the circuit must be able to do this via a synchronized cooperation of the two command neurons. With this configuration, our goal was to test whether the TW circuit can express multiple output primitives with only two command neurons, by operating them in more than two potential states. We conclude that the training algorithm was able to parametrize the TW circuit, such that the agent can keep the trajectory checkpoints, correctly. A video on this scenario can be viewed at https://youtu.be/p0GqKf0V0Ew.
Lemma 7.
Let v i denote the state of a neuron i, receiving N synaptic connections of the form Eq. 2(main text), and P gap junctions of the form Eq. 3(main text) from the other neurons of a network G, if dynamics of the neuron's state be of the form Eq. 1(main text) then the time constant of the activity of the neuron, τ i , is bound to a range:
Proof. The sigmoidal nonlinearity in Eq. 2(main text), is a monotonically increasing function, bound to a range 0 and 1:
51) By replacing the upper-bound of S, in Eq. 3(maintext) and then substituting the synaptic current in Eq. 1(maintext), with its function, we have:
By assuming a fixed v j , Eq. 55 is an ordinary differential equation with solution of the form:
From this solution, one can derive the lower bound of the system's time constant, τ min i :
By replacing the lower-bound of S, in Eq. 52, the term N j=1 w ij (E ij − v i ) becomes zero, therefore: 
Proof. Let us insert M = max{V leaki , E max ij } as the membrane potential v i (t) into Eq. 52:
(61) Right hand side of Eq. 61, is negative based on the conditions on M, positive weights and conductances, and the fact that σ(v i ) is also positive in R N . Therefore the left hand-side must also be negative and if we conduct an approximation on the derivative term:
holds. by Substituting v(t) with M , we have the following:
and therefore:
Now if we substitute the membrane potential, V ( i) with m = min{V leaki , E min ij }, following the same methodology used for the proof of the upper bound, we can derive
11 Flattened time-series plots and correlation detection histograms for all the experiments Figure S3 : Neural correlation histograms in inverted pendulum. We computed the slops between all pair data-points in the corss-correlation plots and computed their distribution for each neuron pair in order to reason about the correlation of the activity of neurons with each other. Histograms are computed with bin size of 10. Y axis stands for the slops' counts in each bin. X axis shows the arctan of the slop values in radian in a range [−π/2, π/2]. To count neurons as positive contributors to a motor neuron decision, the sum of the counts of the positive radian bins must be greater than half of the counts on the negative side. Figure S5 : Neural correlation histograms in Mountain car. We computed the slops between all pair data-points in the corsscorrelation plots and computed their distribution for each neuron pair in order to reason about the correlation of the activity of neurons with each other. Histograms are computed with bin size of 10. Y axis stands for the slops' counts in each bin. X axis shows the arctan of the slop values in radian in a range [−π/2, π/2]. To count neurons as positive contributors to a motor neuron decision, the sum of the counts of the positive radian bins must be greater than half of the counts on the negative side. Figure S6 : Flattened time-series data of neuron pairs in the parking task. The colors from dark blue to yellow, represents the evolution of simulation time in each subplot. Neuronal dynamical state is declared by the membrane potential of a neuron throughout the simulation time. Positive slops represent positive correlation, negative slops shows negatively correlated dynamics and a circle would realizes no correlation. Figure S7 : Neural correlation histograms in the parking task. We computed the slops between all pair data-points in the corsscorrelation plots and computed their distribution for each neuron pair in order to reason about the correlation of the activity of neurons with each other. Histograms are computed with bin size of 10. Y axis stands for the slops' counts in each bin. X axis shows the arctan of the slop values in radian in a range [−π/2, π/2]. To count neurons as positive contributors to a motor neuron decision, the sum of the counts of the positive radian bins must be greater than half of the counts on the negative side.
12 Time-constant values for the Figure 4 of the main text 
